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Prehistoric Stone Tools of Eastern Africa 2020-04-16 a detailed overview of the eastern african stone tools that make up the world s longest archaeological record
ARCHAEOLOGY – Volume II 2010-06-15 archaeology is a component of encyclopedia of social sciences and humanities in the global encyclopedia of life support systems eolss which
is an integrated compendium of twenty one encyclopedias archaeology is a road for traveling into the past that is independent of and complementary to documents and memory the
archaeological record provides historical perspectives on variability and change in human life support systems with the potential for use in planning for future sustainable development
the theme is organized into four different topics which represent the main scientific areas of the theme foundations of archaeology the archaeology of life support systems world
cultural heritage preserving archaeological sites and monuments which are then expanded into multiple subtopics each as a chapter the first topic deals with historical methodological
and theoretical foundations of archaeology the second topic explores the archaeological record of human life support systems and includes chapters on foraging food production such
as farming and nomadic lifestyles civilizations water management systems and sustainability world cultural heritage is the third topic finally the fourth topic covers the preservation
of cultural memorials such as archaeological sites landscapes and monuments these two volumes are aimed at the following five major target audiences university and college
students educators professional practitioners research personnel and policy analysts managers and decision makers ngos and gos
Methods and Tools of Parallel Programming Multicomputers 2010-09-25 it is our great pleasure to present the proceedings of the second russia taiwan symposium on methods and
tools of parallel programming mtpp 2010 mtpp is the main regular event of the russia taiwan scientific forum that covers the many dimensions of methods and tools of parallel
programming algorithms and architectures encompassing fundamental theoretical approaches practical experimental projects and commercial components and systems as applications of
computing systems have permeated every aspect of daily life the power of computing systems has become increasingly critical therefore mtpp is intended to play an important role
allowing researchers to exchange information regarding advancements in the state of the art and practice of it driven services and applications as well as to identify emerging research
topics and define the future directions of parallel computing we received a large number of high quality submissions this year in the first stage all papers submitted were screened for
their relevance and general submission requirements these manuscripts then underwent a rigorous peer review process with at least three reviewers per paper at the end 33 papers were
accepted for presentation and included in the main proceedings to encourage and promote the work presented at mtpp 2010 we are delighted to inform the authors that some of the papers
will be accepted in special issues of the journal of supercomputing which has played a prominent role in promoting the development and use of parallel and distributed processing
Proceedings of the Ninth International Dakhleh Oasis Project Conference 2020-01-19 this new volume in the oasis papers series marks the 40th anniversary of archaeological fieldwork
in the dakhleh oasis in egypt s western desert under the leadership of anthony j mills and presents a synthesis of the current state of our knowledge of the oasis and its interconnections
with surrounding regions especially the nile valley the papers are by distinguished authorities in the field and postgraduate students who specialise in different aspects of dakhleh and
presents an almost complete survey of the archaeology of dakhleh including much unpublished original material it will be one of the few to document a specific part of modern egypt in
such detail and thus should have a broad and lasting appeal the content of some of the papers is unlikely to be published in any other form elsewhere dakhleh is possibly the most
intensively examined wider geographic region within egypt
Embedded Signal Processing with the Micro Signal Architecture 2007-02-26 this is a real time digital signal processing textbook using the latest embedded blackfin processor analog
devices inc adi 20 of the text is dedicated to general real time signal processing principles the remaining text provides an overview of the blackfin processor its programming applications
and hands on exercises for users with all the practical examples given to expedite the learning development of blackfin processors the textbook doubles as a ready to use user s guide
the book is based on a step by step approach in which readers are first introduced to the dsp systems and concepts although basic dsp concepts are introduced to allow easy referencing
readers are recommended to complete a basic course on signals and systems before attempting to use this book this is also the first textbook that illustrates graphical programming for
embedded processor using the latest labview embedded module for the adi blackfin processors a solutions manual is available for adopters of the book from the wiley editorial
department



Automotive Internal Auditor Pocket Guide 2004-06-30 this pocket guide is an essential resource for anyone in the automotive industry it s designed to be used as a reference manual
for conducting internal audits to iso ts 16949 2002 using a new process approach the book will assist internal auditors with planning and performing process audits in order to
become more effective as an auditor and satisfy top management auditees and external customers it includes practical case studies the bodies of knowledge for the asq cqia and cqa
certifications a glossary of terms and a list of acronyms when my former company arranged internal auditor training i received this handbook we were able to set up our programs and
for the first two audits we maintained a very good score as i remember no majors or minors i have used and abused this book and am planning to order a replacement i would not want to
be without it in my field it is an easy to use guide on the floor a reader in new bedford ma
Meteorite Impact! 2010-06-02 part i chapter 1 t e 15 introduction 16 geological change the answers within and without 18 man on the moon 24 back to the beginning from the big bang
to early earth 29 impact the ubiquitous process 31 the oldest rocks 32 time to cool birth of the kaapvaal continent 35 old crust in the vredefort dome 37 rifting oceans volcanism
38 mountains fire and ice 44 the unique bushveld magmatic event 46 chapter 2 c 49 introduction 50 extinction or survival our restless earth 53 meteorite impact catastrophes 67
normal background versus mass extinctions 72 a brief look at the impact record in the solar system 76 what are the projectiles capable of causing an impact catastrophe 87 what is
an impact crater 90 how can we identify impact structures 92 shock metamorphism 97 chapter 3 t a 101 tswaing meteorite crater 102 does tswaing have a twin kalkkop crater
eastern cape province 108 south africa s other giant impact morokweng impact structure north west province 109 our southern african neighbours 111 testimony of earliest impact
catastrophe barberton and the northern cape province 113 traces of catastrophe in the karoo 115 6 chapter 4 v t w 117 the vredefort structure revealed 118 getting to know the
giant by road through the vredefort structure 120 traversing the outer parts of the vredefort dome fochville to parys 12 5 the geology of the vredefort dome
In Quest of the Historical Adam 2021-09-28 was adam a real historical person and if so who was he and when did he live william lane craig sets out to answer these questions
through a biblical and scientific investigation he begins with an inquiry into the genre of genesis 1 11 determining that it can most plausibly be classified as mytho history a narrative
with both literary and historical value he then moves into the new testament where he examines references to adam in the words of jesus and the writings of paul ultimately concluding
that the entire bible considers adam the historical progenitor of the human race a position that must therefore be accepted as a premise for christians who take seriously the inspired
truth of scripture working from that foundation of biblical truth craig embarks upon an interdisciplinary survey of scientific evidence to determine where adam could be most plausibly
located in the evolutionary history of humankind ultimately determining that adam lived between 750 000 and 1 000 000 years ago as a member of the archaic human species homo
heidelbergensis he concludes by reflecting theologically on his findings and asking what all this might mean for us as human beings created in the image of god literally descended from a
common ancestor albeit one who lived in the remote past
From Tools to Symbols 2005-06-01 a number of researchers have tried to characterise the anatomy and behavioural systems of early hominid and early modern human populations in
an attempt to understand how we became what we are can archaeology palaeo anthropology and genetics tell us how and when human cultures developed the traits that make our
societies different from those of our closest living relatives in which cases are these differences substantial and when do they simply reflect our definitions of culture species the image
we have of their evolution or of ourselves from tools to symbols a collection of twenty seven selected papers from a south african french conference organised in honour of the well
known palaeo anthropologist phillip tobias provides a multidisciplinary overview of this field of study it is based on collaborative research conducted in sub saharan africa by south
african french american and german scholars in the last twenty years and represents an excellent synthesis of the palaeontological and archaeological evidence of the last five million
years of human evolution
The ISO/TS 16949 Answer Book 2004 die effektivit�t des probleml�sungsprozesses kann durch den zielf�hrenden einsatz von qualit�tsmethoden und werkzeugen nachhaltig verbessert
werden dieses buch bildet eine �bersicht der und wichtigsten werkzeuge und methoden im methodischen probleml�sungsprozesses ab es dient dem selbststudium und als erg�nzung unserer
hochschul vorlesungen durch erl�uterungen und alltagsorientiere anwendungs beispielen soll ein einfacher einstieg zur anwendung in diese methoden vermittelt werden
Qualit�tsmethoden und Werkzeuge im Probleml�sungsprozess 2022-04-04 the origins of human society traces the development of human culture from its origins over 2 million years
ago to the emergence of literate civilization in addition to a global coverage of prehistoric life the book pays specific attention to the origins and dispersal of anatomically modern
humans the development of symbolic expression the transition from mobile foraging bands to sedentary households early agriculture and its consequences the emergence of social
differentiation and hereditary ranking and the prehistoric roots of ancient states and empires the blackwell history of the world series the goal of this ambitious series is to provide an
accessible source of knowledge about the entire human past for every curious person in every part of the world it will comprise some two dozen volumes of which some provide synoptic
views of the history of particular regions while others consider the world as a whole during a particular period of time the volumes are narrative in form giving balanced attention to



social and cultural history in the broadest sense as well as to institutional development and political change each provides a systematic account of a very large subject but they are
also both imaginative and interpretative the series is intended to be accessible to the widest possible readership and the accessibility of its volumes is matched by the style of
presentation and production
The Origins of Human Society 2000-01-04 human evolutionary genetics is a groundbreaking text which for the first time brings together molecular genetics and genomics to the study
of the origins and movements of human populations starting with an overview of molecular genomics for the non specialist which can be a useful review for those with a more genetic
background the book shows h
Human Evolutionary Genetics 2013-06-25 this book explores state of art techniques based on open source software and statistical programming and modelling in modern geospatial
applications specifically focusing on recent trends in data mining techniques and robust modelling in geomorphological hydrological bio physical and social activities the book is
organized into physical mountainous coastal riverine forest urban and biological activities with each chapter providing a review of the current knowledge in the focus area and
evaluating where future efforts should be directed the text compiles a collection of recent developments and rigorous applications of geospatial computational intelligence e g
artificial neural network spatial interpolation physical and environmental modelling and machine learning algorithms etc in geomorphic processes from a team of expert contributors the
authors address the wide range of challenges and uncertainties in the study of earth system dynamics due to climate change and complex anthropogenic interferences where spatial
modelling may be applied in the risk assessment of vulnerable geomorphological landscapes the book will act as a guide to find recent advancements in geospatial artificial intelligence
techniques and its application to natural and social hazards this information will be helpful for students researchers policy makers environmentalists planners involved in natural
hazard and disaster management ngos and government organizations
Anthropogeomorphology 2022-02-24 for more than a century the study of hunting and gathering societies has been central to the development of both archaeology and
anthropology as academic disciplines and has also generated widespread public interest and debate the oxford handbook of the archaeology and anthropology of hunter gatherers
provides a comprehensive review of hunter gatherer studies to date including critical engagements with older debates new theoretical perspectives and renewed obligations for greater
engagement between researchers and indigenous communities chapters provide in depth archaeological historical and anthropological case studies and examine far reaching questions
about human social relations attitudes to technology ecology and management of resources and the environment as well as issues of diet health and gender relations all central
topics in hunter gatherer research but also themes that have great relevance for modern global society and its future challenges the handbook also provides a strategic vision for how
the integration of new methods approaches and study regions can ensure that future research into the archaeology and anthropology of hunter gatherers will continue to deliver
penetrating insights into the factors that underlie all human diversity
The Oxford Handbook of the Archaeology and Anthropology of Hunter-Gatherers 2014-04-24 this sumptuously illustrated book brings together a remarkable collection of the
world s leading archaeologists ecologists historians and ethnographers who specialise in the omo turkana area spanning spans parts of ethiopia south sudan and kenya and recognising
it as a crucial and currently vulnerable resource of global heritage
The River: Peoples and Histories of the Omo-Turkana Area 2018-10-31 this volume addresses the out of africa dispersals of the earliest hominins and early anatomically modern
humans the last semi sedentary pottery bearing hunters fishers gatherers the early food producers and users of domestic plants and animals either local or imported from the near east
and the presuppositions of the rise of the kingdoms of kerma pharaonic egypt and axum on the basis of the latest available data sudan played a crucial role in the development of ancient
human behavior and societies and was part of an extensive network encompassing faraway areas of africa such as chad the sahara egypt eritrea ethiopia and kenya as well as asia
namely the levant the middle east the arabian peninsula and india the archaeology of this country has been explored and appreciated since the 1700s and more than 30 national and
international research teams are currently active new remarkable discoveries are unearthed every year which are analyzed with the most up to date scientific techniques and offer a
prominent contribution to the general theoretical and methodological panorama of world archaeology beside the nile valley the various geographical regions of sudan the deserts
savannas and other watercourses to the west and east of the main river are attentively taken into consideration as they formed a regional synergy that equally contributed to the
far reaching influence of sudan s inhabitants this book is particularly addressed to africanist archaeologists who study other parts of africa to prehistorians investigating other
parts of the world to archaeology students and teachers interested in having a global view on human adaptation and behavior in ancient sudan to science journalists and to antiquity
admirers and learned tourists who travel to sudan and nubia
The Prehistory of the Sudan 2020-09-01 as the study of palaeolithic technologies moves towards a more analytical approach it is necessary to determine a consistent procedural



framework the contributions to this timely and comprehensive volume do just that this volume incorporates a broad chronological and geographical range of palaeolithic material
from the lower to upper palaeolithic the focus of this volume is to provide an analysis of palaeolithic technologies from a quantitative empirical perspective as new techniques
particularly quantitative methods for analyzing palaeolithic technologies gain popularity this work provides case studies particularly showcasing these new techniques employing
diverse case studies and utilizing multivariate approaches morphometrics model based approaches phylogenetics cultural transmission studies and experimentation this volume provides
insights from international contributors at the forefront of recent methodological advances
Sourcebook of Paleolithic Transitions 2009-09-01 this fascinating volume assessing lower and middle pleistocene african prehistory argues that the onset of the middle stone age
marks the origins of landscape use patterns resembling those of modern human foragers inaugurating a paradigm shift in our understanding of modern human behavior grant mccall argues
that this transition related to the origins of home base residential site use occurred in mosaic fashion over the course of hundreds of thousands of years he concludes by proposing a
model of brain evolution driven by increasing subsistence diversity and intensity against the backdrop of larger populations and pleistocene environmental unpredictability mccall argues
that human brain size did not arise to support the complex patterns of social behavior that pervade our lives today but instead large human brains were co opted for these purposes
relatively late in prehistory accounting for the striking archaeological record of the upper pleistocene
The ISO/TS 16949 Auditor Handbook 2007 neuropsychological tools for dementia differential diagnosis and treatment takes a unique approach by combining the neuroscientific
background of neuropsychology neuropsychological tools for diagnosis and disease staging and neuropsychological treatment into one comprehensive book for researchers and
clinicians sections present an introduction to neuropsychological assessment in dementias alzheimer s disease parkinson s disease and lewy body dementia alpha synucleinopathies atypical
parkinson s diseases tauopathies language and behavioral variants of frontotemporal lobe degeneration and normal pressure hydrocephalus each chapter elucidates the point that
neuropsychological measures provide the tools to differentiate disease specific impairments from normal age related cognitive decline and from other neurodegenerative diseases moreover
the book discusses the possibility of helping patients through neuropsychological intervention case studies aid in the reader s comprehension of the field and two short guidelines for
each disease s specific assessment and treatment prepare readers for handling real life patients includes epidemiological information regarding dementia demonstrates the use of
neuropsychological tests and screening tools in diagnosing and differentiating patients with dementia outlines which investigation strategy and neuropsychological tests work best for
assessing patients for different neurodegenerative diseases reviews specific interventions to slow the progress of dementia wherever possible discusses the neuropathology diagnosis and
treatment of alzheimer s disease
BAR International Series 2004 cambridge monographs in african archaeology 59 series editors john alexander and lawrence smith
Before Modern Humans 2020-09-10 the essential one volume reference to evolution the princeton guide to evolution is a comprehensive concise and authoritative reference to the major
subjects and key concepts in evolutionary biology from genes to mass extinctions edited by a distinguished team of evolutionary biologists with contributions from leading researchers
the guide contains some 100 clear accurate and up to date articles on the most important topics in seven major areas phylogenetics and the history of life selection and adaptation
evolutionary processes genes genomes and phenotypes speciation and macroevolution evolution of behavior society and humans and evolution and modern society complete with more
than 100 illustrations including eight pages in color glossaries of key terms suggestions for further reading on each topic and an index this is an essential volume for undergraduate
and graduate students scientists in related fields and anyone else with a serious interest in evolution explains key topics in some 100 concise and authoritative articles written by a
team of leading evolutionary biologists contains more than 100 illustrations including eight pages in color each article includes an outline glossary bibliography and cross references
covers phylogenetics and the history of life selection and adaptation evolutionary processes genes genomes and phenotypes speciation and macroevolution evolution of behavior
society and humans and evolution and modern society
Neuropsychological Tools for Dementia 2020-11-27 this eclectic volume features two major topics applications of mass spectrometry in bioscience and computational methods for
analysis of protein structure and interactions with other macromolecules published continuously since 1944 the advances in protein chemistry and structural biology series has been
the essential resource for protein chemists each volume brings forth new information about protocols and analysis of proteins each thematically organized volume is guest edited by
leading experts in a broad range of protein related topics describes advances in application of powerful techniques in a wide bioscience area chapters are written by authorities in their
field targeted to a wide audience of researchers specialists and students the information provided in the volume is well supported by a number of high quality illustrations figures and
tables
Archaeology and Geoarchaeology of the Mukogodo Hills and Ewaso Ng'iro Plains, Central Kenya 2004 updated and rewritten version of first edition published under title human



evolution trails from the past oxford biology camilo j cela conde and francisco j ayala 2007
The Princeton Guide to Evolution 2017-03-21 contents part i how can we know of prehistory introduction to the study of the past ancient tools fossils and the rise of scientific
prehistory establishing relative sequences of ancient events absolute or chronometric dating basic field methods in ancient studies part ii pre history humankind in deep time deep time and
evolution hominid evolution in the pliocene and pleistocene epochs the late pleistocene epoch in the old world the late pleistocene epoch in the new world the holocene epoch and the
mesolithic interlude part iii precludes to the present the origins of agriculture the rise of civilisation in the old world the example of egypt the rise of civilisation in the new world
Advances in Protein Chemistry and Structural Biology 2014-03-11 the newly revised and thoroughly updated standard source for mastering the human fossil record this new edition
of the human lineage is the best and most current guide to the morphological geological paleontological and archeological evidence for the story of human evolution this
comprehensive textbook presents the history methods and issues of paleoanthropology through detailed analyses of the major fossils of interest to practicing scientists in the field it
will help both advanced students and practicing professionals to become involved with the lively scholarly debates that mark the field of human origins research its clear and engaging
chapters contain concise explanatory text and hundreds of high quality illustrations this thoroughly revised second edition reflects the most recent fossil discoveries and scientific
analyses offering new sections on the locomotor adaptations of miocene hominoids the taxonomic distinctiveness of homo heidelbergensis the burtele foot ardipithecus and neandertal
genomics updated and expanded chapters offer fresh insights on topics such as the origins of bipedality and the anatomy and evolution of early mammals and primates written and
illustrated by established leaders in the field the human lineage provides the background needed to study human evolution including dating techniques mechanics of evolution and primate
adaptations covers the major stages in human evolution with emphasis on important fossils and their implications offers a balanced critical assessment of conflicting ideas about key
events in human evolution includes an extensive bibliography and appendices on biological nomenclature and craniometrics covering the entire story of human evolution from its
precambrian beginnings to the emergence of modern humanity the human lineage is indispensable reading for all advanced students of biological anthropology
Processes in Human Evolution 2017 control estad�stico de la calidad es una obra que su objetivo central es conocer los principales usos y aplicaciones del control estad�stico de
los procesos dentro de una organizaci�n as� como su importancia en la toma de decisiones directivas a lo largo de toda la cadena cliente proveedor as� como las principales
aportaciones de los gur�s de la calidad que constituyen un factor b�sico en las perspectivas que en la actualidad est�n adoptando las compa��as de clase mundial
Ancient Preludes 3rd 2004-06 the brief length and focused coverage of human evolution an illustrated introduction have made this best selling textbook the ideal complement to any
biology or anthropology course in which human evolution is taught the text places human evolution in the context of humans as animals while also showing the physical context of
human evolution including climate change and the impact of extinctions chapter introductions numerous drawings and photographs and an essential glossary all add to the
accessibility of this text the fifth edition has been thoroughly updated to include coverage of the latest discoveries and perspectives including new early hominid fossils from africa and
georgia and their implications new archaeological evidence from africa on the origin of modern humans updated coverage of prehistoric art including new sites new perspectives on
molecular evidence and their implications for human population history an instructor manual cd rom for this title is available please contact our higher education team at
highereducation wiley com for more information
The Human Lineage 2022-06-13 over the last decade africa has taken a central position in the search for the timing and mechanisms leading to modern human origins and the rich
archaeological and human paleontological record of north africa is critical to this search in this volume we bring together new research into the archaeology human paleontology
chronology and environmental context of modern human origins in north africa the result is a volume that better integrates the north african record into the modern human origins
debate and at the same time highlights the research questions that are currently the focus of continued work in the area
Control estad�stico de la calidad. Un enfoque creativo 2021-06-21 this volume brings together diverse contributions from leading archaeologists and paleoanthropologists
covering various spatial and temporal periods to distinguish convergent evolution from cultural transmission in order to see if we can discover ancient human populations with a focus
on lithic technology the book analyzes ancient materials and cultures to systematically explore the theoretical and physical aspects of culture convergence and populations in human
evolution and prehistory the book will be of interest to academics students and researchers in archaeology paleoanthropology genetics and paleontology the book begins by addressing
early prehistory discussing the convergent evolution of behaviors and the diverse ecological conditions driving the success of different evolutionary paths chapters discuss these
topics and technology in the context of the lower paleolithic earlier stone age and middle paleolithic middle stone age the book then moves towards a focus on the prehistory of our
species over the last 40 000 years topics covered include the human evolutionary and dispersal consequences of the middle upper paleolithic transition in western eurasia readers will
also learn about the cultural convergences and divergences that occurred during the terminal pleistocene and holocene such as the budding of human societies in the americas the book



concludes by integrating these various perspectives and theories and explores different methods of analysis to link technological developments and cultural convergence
Human Evolution 2009-02-18 this book covers the whole range of west african archaeology to the arrival of the portugese on the guinea coast parts of this territory are very ill
explored and emphasis is accordingly laid on the better known regions ghana nigeria the middle niger valley and western senegal after introducing the geographical background and
chronology subsequent chapters deal with the palaeolithic neolithic and early iron ages ending with a brief account of the protohistoric period published in 1967 includes map and
topographical index
Report of the Annual Meeting of the South African Association for the Advancement of Science 1997 this handbook showcases an africa wide compendium of stone age archaeological
sites and methodological advances that have improved our understanding of hominin lifeways and biogeography in the continent the focal time spans the pleistocene epoch c 2 5 million
11 700 years ago during which important human traits such as obligate bipedalism that freed the hands to engage in creative activities a large brain relative to body size language and
social complexity developed in the general forms that they are found today the handbook is the first of its kind and it is expected to play a significant role in human evolutionary
research by collating the african stone age record which exists in a fragmented state along the lines of national boundaries and colonial experiences showcasing emerging conceptual
and methodological advances in african pleistocene archaeology providing reference datasets for teaching and researching african prehistory making africa s stone age record accessible
to researchers and students based in africa who may not have access to journal publications where most new field discoveries are published the handbook features 128 chapters of
which 116 are site entries grouped by the host countries and presented in an alphabetical order a number of those site related entries examine multiple archaeological localities lumped
under specific projects or study areas the rest of the contributions deal with methodological topics such as luminescence and radiocarbon dating field data recovery lithic analysis
micromorphology and hominin fossil and zooarchaeological records of pleistocene africa the introductory chapter provides an historical overview of the development of stone age
paleolithic archaeology in africa beginning in the mid 19th century and paleoenvironmental and chronological frameworks commonly used to structure the continent s pleistocene record
by making a good amount of african stone age literature accessible to researchers and the public we wish to promote interest in human evolutionary research in the continent and
elsewhere
Modern Origins 2012-03-30 this book describes the potential contributions of emerging technologies in different fields as well as the opportunities and challenges related to the
integration of these technologies in the socio economic sector in this book many latest technologies are addressed particularly in the fields of computer science and engineering the
expected scientific papers covered state of the art technologies theoretical concepts standards product implementation ongoing research projects and innovative applications of
sustainable development this new technology highlights the guiding principle of innovation for harnessing frontier technologies and taking full profit from the current technological
revolution to reduce gaps that hold back truly inclusive and sustainable development the fundamental and specific topics are big data analytics wireless sensors iot geospatial
technology engineering and mechanization modeling tools risk analytics and preventive systems
Culture History and Convergent Evolution 2020-07-23
West Africa Before the Europeans 2014-10-30
Handbook of Pleistocene Archaeology of Africa 2023-08-17
International Conference on Advanced Intelligent Systems for Sustainable Development 2023-06-11
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